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Normal-mode-based modeling of
allosteric couplings that underlie cyclic
conformational transition in F1 ATPase
Wenjun Zheng*
Department of Physics, University at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14260

ABSTRACT
F1 ATPase, a rotary motor comprised of a central stalk (c subunit) enclosed by three a and
b subunits alternately arranged in a hexamer,
features highly cooperative binding and hydrolysis of ATP. Despite steady progress in
biophysical, biochemical, and computational
studies of this fascinating motor, the structural basis for cooperative ATPase involving
its three catalytic sites remains not fully
understood. To illuminate this key mechanistic puzzle, we have employed a coarse-grained
elastic network model to probe the allosteric
couplings underlying the cyclic conformational transition in F1 ATPase at a residue
level of detail. We will elucidate how ATP
binding and product (ADP and phosphate)
release at two catalytic sites are coupled with
the rotation of c subunit via various domain
motions in a3b3 hexamer (including intrasubunit hinge-bending motions in b subunits
and intersubunit rigid-body rotations between
adjacent a and b subunits). To this end, we
have used a normal-mode-based correlation
analysis to quantify the allosteric couplings of
these domain motions to local motions at catalytic sites and the rotation of c subunit. We
have then identified key amino acid residues
involved in the above couplings, some of
which have been validated against past studies
of mutated and c-truncated F1 ATPase. Our
finding strongly supports a binding change
mechanism where ATP binding to the empty
catalytic site triggers a series of intra- and
intersubunit domain motions leading to ATP
hydrolysis and product release at the other
two closed catalytic sites.

INTRODUCTION
A large variety of multisubunit biomolecular machines share the
common architecture of a ring-shaped hexamer with six nucleotidebinding sites located at intersubunit interfaces. These hexameric
motors, represented by F1 ATPase,1 various hexameric helicases2,3 and
AAA1 proteins,4 are powered by cooperative binding and hydrolysis of
nucleotide to produce diverse mechanical movements involving a central stalk or substrate within the hexamer.
The most studied example of hexameric motors is F1 ATPase
(referred as F1, hereafter). F1 is a globular catalytic moiety of F0F1-ATP
synthase—a giant molecular motor that utilizes the energy of proton
motive force across the mitochondrial membrane to synthesize ATP
(see a recent review5). F1 forms a hexamer (a3b3) consisting of three b
subunits sandwiched between three a subunits,1 which encloses a central stalk comprised of gde subunits6 [see Fig. 1(a)]. Three catalytic
sites and three noncatalytic sites are located at the interfaces between
adjacent a and b subunits [see Fig. 1(a)]. The former are comprised of
highly conserved catalytic residues from b subunit (named cis-residues,
including Walker A or P loop motif8) and a subunit (named trans-residue, including arginine finger). F1 hydrolyzes ATP to generate a counterclockwise rotation of g subunit [as viewed from membrane, see Fig.
1(a)], which was directly visualized by single-molecule microscopy.9 A
clockwise rotation of g subunit was observed during ATP synthesis in
F0F1-ATP synthase.10
Decades of biochemical studies have firmly established the highly cooperative nucleotide binding and hydrolysis in F1—both among the
three catalytic sites,11–14 and between the catalytic and noncatalytic
sites.15 To account for the cooperative ATPase in F1, a ‘‘binding
change’’ mechanism16 has been proposed and widely accepted. It postulates that the g subunit rotates during ATP hydrolysis to facilitate a
cooperative change in the nucleotide-binding affinity of three catalytic
sites. However, the mechanistic details of cooperative binding change
remain unclear. For example, it has been debated for years whether the
cooperativity requires binding of nucleotides at two catalytic sites
(bi-site activation17,18) or three catalytic sites (tri-site activation19,20).
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Figure 1
Structural architecture and structure changes of F1 ATPase. (a) Top view of F1 (viewed from membrane) is shown, including seven subunits (aEbE:
blue, aDP/HObDP/HO: green, aTPbTP: red, g: purple) and three catalytic sites (E, DP/HO, TP). g, bE, and bDP/HO subunits are shown as opaque
cartoons and the remaining subunits as transparent cartoons. The direction of 1208 rotation of g subunit is shown by a red arrow. The side-view
direction of panel (b) is shown. (b) Side view of observed structural changes in g, bE, and bHO subunits of F1 is shown, including counterclockwise
rotation of g subunit and hinge-bending motions in bE and bHO subunits (shown by red arrows). Following the same color scheme as panel (a),
the beginning (end) conformation of bE, bHO, and g subunit is colored blue (red), green (blue), and purple (pink). For clarity, the beginning
conformation is shown as transparent cartoons, and only the end conformation of the following structural elements is shown as opaque cartoons—
cis-residues of catalytic site (residues 160–165, 187–189, 256–259, and 308–309), the HTH motif of C-terminal domain (residues 365–415), and a
helix of g subunit. The N-terminal domain, ATP-binding domain, and C-terminal domain are labeled. The two sets of contacts between the upper/
lower part of g subunit and the C-terminal/ATP-binding domains of a3b3 hexamer are circled. (c) Intersubunit rotations between the ATP-binding
domains of aEbE subunits of 2HLD (blue), aHObHO subunits of 2HLD (green), aTPbTP subunits of 2HLD (red), and aDPbDP subunits of 1BMF
(yellow). The four core helices in b subunits (on the right) are superimposed to show rotations of a subunits (on the left). The following key
structural elements are shown as opaque cartoons or bonds—P loop (residues 160–165), Q loop and its adjacent core helix (residues 272–297), and
arginine finger (R375). The rest of ab subunits are shown as transparent cartoons. The rotational axis is shown by a red arrow. (d) Side view of a
g-truncated F1 structure is shown [same color schemes as panel (b)], where residues 1–25 and 232-end of g subunit are deleted from 2HLD
following Ref. 7.

High resolution structural studies have offered critical
support to the binding change mechanism. The landmark
crystal structure of bovine F11 (PDB: 1BMF) has captured a snapshot of three structurally distinct catalytic
sites. The empty E-site, AMPPNP-bound TP-site and
ADP-bound DP-site are located at aE-bE, aTP-bTP, and
aDP-bDP interface, respectively [see Fig. 1(a)]. E-site and
bE subunit adopt an open conformation. TP-site, DPsite, and associated b subunits (bTP and bDP) are in a
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closed conformation. Such structural differences explain
the heterogeneous nucleotide-binding affinities found by
solution measurements,21,22 which can be attributed to
the different interactions between three b subunits and
the structurally asymmetric g subunit.1 Although the
first F1 structure1 was later found to be azide-bound and
in an ADP-inhibited state,23 later azide-free F1 structures
have revealed essentially the same asymmetric structural
architecture. Meanwhile, structural variations at catalytic
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sites were observed in later solved F1 structures. In an
ADP:AlF42-inhibited bovine F1 structure, a ‘‘half-closed’’
catalytic site (named HC-site, and the adjoined a and b
subunits are named aHC and bHC, following Ref. 24)
bound with ADP and sulfate25 was found. The HC-site
was thought to represent the posthydrolysis, preproduct
release step along the catalytic pathway.25 In another
yeast F1 structure, a ‘‘half-open’’ catalytic site (named
HO-site, and the adjoined a and b subunits are named
aHO and bHO24) bound with AMPPNP was found.26
The above local structural changes at catalytic sites are
accompanied by small rotations of g subunit,26 which
hints for an allosteric coupling between the opening/closing of a catalytic site and the rotation of g subunit.
To integrate structural and biochemical data, the three
conformations of catalytic sites (E, TP, DP) were assigned
to different nucleotide states (with high, medium, and
low nucleotide-binding affinity) in various binding
change models.18,27–29 It has been debated whether the
high-affinity nucleotide state is assigned to DPsite1,25,27,28 or TP-site.18,29,30 The latter scenario has
gained supports from recent experiments31,32 and free
energy calculations.33
In complement with the static structures of F1, singlemolecule imaging studies have offered valuable information for the F1 dynamics. The g subunit undergoes a
1208 rotation per ATP hydrolyzed,34,35 which is resolved
into four stages: ATP-waiting dwell, 808 substep following
ATP binding, catalytic dwell, and 408 substep linked to
release of a hydrolysis product36,37 (for an alternative
pathway with no substeps see Ref. 38). Two catalytic
events occur during the catalytic dwell36—one is ATP
cleavage,39 the other is assumed to be the release of a
hydrolysis product.36 During the 1208 g rotation, ATP
binding and cleavage occur at two different catalytic
sites,37 and a third catalytic event occurs at a third
site.40 Thus, all three catalytic sites participate sequentially to drive the 1208 g rotation.40 No agreement has
been reached on when ADP or phosphate is released during the 1208 g rotation. Whether ADP is released
before41,42 or after40 the catalytic dwell determines
whether the tri-site nucleotide occupancy is transient or
kinetically dominant.43
Extensive biochemical, structural and dynamic data
has provided valuable inputs and constraints for computational modeling of the F1 dynamics. A variety of computer modeling techniques with different level of structural details have been applied to F1. Although mechanistic insights were obtained through the kinetic modeling
of F1,44,45 structure-based molecular simulations are
needed to uncover full structural details of F1 dynamics.
All-atom molecule simulations were utilized in free
energy calculations of nucleotide binding,33,46 QM/MM
calculations of catalysis,47,48 and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of structural changes in F1.49–52 The
past MD simulations were focused on how the forced

rotation of g subunit in the direction of ATP synthesis
induces conformational changes in the a3b3 hexamer.
The conformational dynamics of F1 during ATP hydrolysis has been less studied (see Refs. 23 and 52), because of
the difficulty of simulating the structural effects of ATP
binding. In addition, the MD simulations of F1 have
been limited to nanoseconds timescale, whereas the
ATPase cycle of F1 spans at least milliseconds. To overcome the barrier of high computing cost for ‘‘long-time’’
MD simulations, coarse-grained modeling has been pursued using simplified energy functions and structural
representations (for example, all atoms in an amino acid
residue are represented by its Ca atom).54 For instance,
Go models55 have been widely used in protein folding
simulations (see a review56) and more recently in simulating conformational transitions in F1.53 Another prime
example of coarse-grained models is the elastic network
model (ENM) which represents a protein structure as a
network of Ca atoms locally connected by springs. In an
ENM, the all-atom force fields are replaced by simple
harmonic potentials with a uniform force constant.57–59
Early studies have shown that the large-scale collective
motions predicted by the normal mode analysis (NMA)
of ENM are insensitive to the dramatic simplification in
ENM.60–62 The low-frequency modes calculated from
ENM were found to compare well with many large-scale
domain motions observed crystallographically.62,63
Numerous studies have established the ENM as an efficient
means to tease out the functionally relevant conformational
dynamics from biomolecular structures with virtually no
limit in timescale or system size (see reviews64–66). Indeed,
ENM has been applied to large biomolecular complexes
such as ribosome,67,68 chaperonin GroEL,69,70 viral capsids,71,72 and most recently F1.24
This study is in part motivated by two recent studies
of F1 dynamics during hydrolysis using coarse-grained
modeling, which have reached contradicting conclusions.
In one study,53 Koga and Takada used a switching Go
model to simulate conformational transitions in F1. They
concluded that ATP binding and ADP release are tightly
coupled in a single kinetic process during the 808 substep, and phosphate release from DP-site accompanies
the 408 substep. Their results support an always bi-site
model (nucleotide occupancy is always two).53 In
another study,24 Pu and Karplus used a PNM-based targeted dynamics simulation to explore how the g subunit
responds to induced structural changes in the a3b3 hexamer following a two-stage transition. They concluded
that ATP binding triggers an 808 rotation of g subunit in
the first stage, whereas product release accompanies a 408
rotation of g subunit in the second stage. Their results
agree with a tri-site model (nucleotide occupancy alternates between two and three).43
Besides using different simulation techniques, the two
studies24,53 made different assumptions for structural
intermediates during the 1208 g rotation. Koga and Takada
PROTEINS
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built hybrid intermediate structures from the 1994 bovine
F1 structure1 and the 2001 bovine F1 structure,25 whereas
Pu and Karplus assumed that the 2001 structure25 represents the catalytic-dwell state36,37 and a yeast F1 structure26 captures the ATP-waiting state.36,37 Clearly, their
modeling results critically depend on the quality of the
presumed structural intermediates. It remains uncertain
how well the existing crystallographic structures capture
the intermediate states of F1 in solution (it was argued that
some crystallographic forms of F1 may not be present in
solution73). Therefore, it is desirable to model the
sequence of structural events during the 1208 g rotation
without assuming any structural intermediate other than
the beginning and end state (ATP-waiting state).
To re-evaluate the conflicting results from the above
studies,24,53 we will perform a normal-mode-based
modeling of allosteric couplings in F1 using a Ca-only
ENM (see Methods section). We will analyze allosteric
couplings near the beginning and end state of the conformational transition accompanying the 1208 g rotation
(both states are represented by the same yeast F1 structure,26 which contains 3121 amino acid residues or Ca
atoms in chains A-G). We will analyze how ATP binding
and product release at two catalytic sites are coupled to
the rotation of g subunit via various domain motions
(including intrasubunit hinge-bending motions in b subunits and intersubunit rigid-body rotations between adjacent a and b subunits). To this end, we will employ an
ENM-based correlation analysis74 to quantify the correlation between specific motions of two structural components of a protein, which is calculated as a weighted sum
of ENM modes (see Methods section). Based on this calculation, we can evaluate the significance of coupled
structural changes observed from structural comparisons,
and predict whether they occur at the early or late stage
of a conformational transition (see Methods section).
Additionally, we will identify key residues involved in the
allosteric couplings in F1, some of which will be validated
against past studies of mutated and g-truncated F1.
METHODS
Elastic network model

In an ENM, a protein structure is represented as a network of Ca atoms of amino acid residues. A harmonic
potential with a uniform force constant k accounts for
elastic interactions between Ca atoms within a cutoff distance Rc (its default value is 10 Å, and we also examine
Rc 5 9 Å212 Å to ensure the robustness of our results).
To accurately model the rotational dynamics of g subunit
in F1, we postulate that the elastic interactions between
a3b3 and g subunit only exist between two residues in
atomic contact (with minimal distance between heavy
atoms <4 Å). The elastic interactions within a3b3 or g
subunit exist between two residues whose Ca–Ca distance
is <Rc.
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The potential energy of ENM is
E¼

2
1 X 
k dij  dij0 ;
2 d 0 <R
ij

ð1Þ

c

where dij is the distance between the Ca atom i and j,
and dij0 is the corresponding distance in the crystal structure. We then expand the above potential energy to second order:
1
E  dX T H0 dX;
2

ð2Þ

where dX 5 X 2 X0, X is a 3N-dimensional vector representing the Cartesian coordinates of the N Ca atoms, X0
is the corresponding vector in the crystal structure, H0 5
!2EjX5X0 is the Hessian matrix.
An NMA of the Hessian matrix yields 3N-6 nonzero
normal modes (excluding six zero modes corresponding
to three rotations and three translations), which are
numbered from 1 to 3N-6 in order of ascending eigenvalue. To validate ENM, a normal mode m is compared
with the observed structural changes between two crystal
structures (represented by a 3N-dimensional vector DR)
DR T Vm
by calculating an overlap Im ¼ jDRjjV
, where Vm is the
mj
eigenvector of mode m, |DR| and |Vm| represent the
amplitudes of q
DR
and Vm. In addition, a cumulative
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PM 2ﬃ
overlap CM ¼
m¼1 Im is calculated to assess how well
2
gives the percentthe lowest M modes describe DR. CM
age of the observed structural changes (DR) captured by
the lowest M modes.
Correlation analysis of coupled motions
involving two structural components

We have recently developed a correlation analysis to
quantify the coupling between the specific motions of
two structural components (S1 and S2) of a protein
complex.74 The correlation between the two given movements of S1 and S2 (represented by two 3N-dimensional
displacement vectors X1 and X2, which are normalized to
unit amplitude) is calculated by summing up contributions from individual modes:
C12 ¼

X X T Vm  V T X2
1
m
;
k
m
mM

ð3Þ

where M is the cutoff mode (M 5 3N-6 by default), Vm
and km are the eigenvector and the eigenvalue of mode
m. A positive (or negative) C12 means that the two
movements are correlated (or anti-correlated). A major
advantage of the correlation analysis is that it captures
the net effects of low-frequency structural fluctuations
without requiring the dominance of a few modes.
The two movements of S1 and S2 (represented by two
3N-dimention vectors X1 and X2) are obtained by super-
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imposing two protein conformations along the Ca atoms
of S1 and S2 at the beginning state and the end state of
a conformational transition. In general, the correlation
(Eq. 3) is computed using the ENM modes solved at
both the beginning state and the end state: at the beginning (end) state, X1 and X2 are obtained by a structural
superposition using the beginning (end) conformation as
a reference structure. The order of atomic coordinates in
X1 and X2 follows that of the eigenvectors of ENM
modes. The nonzero elements of X1 and X2 differ
depending on whether the beginning or the end conformation is used as a reference structure. In case of F1,
both the beginning state and the end state correspond to
the same yeast F1 structure,26 so the ENM modes are
only calculated once for this structure. A strongly positive C12 at the beginning state (or end state) suggests
that the two motions involving S1 and S2 are coupled at
the early (or late) stage of the transition. On the contrary, a weakly positive or negative C12 at the beginning
state (or end state) implies that either or both movements do not occur at the early (or late) stage of the
transition. Therefore, the correlation analysis can qualitatively predict coupled motions involved in the early or
late stage of a conformational transition.
Perturbation analysis to identify key
residues involved in coupled motions

To identify the key residues involved in a given coupling, we introduce a residue-position-specific perturbation dk to the force constant of springs connecting a given
residue position n to its neighbors.75 This perturbation
results in the following change to the Hessian matrix:
X
dHn ¼ dk
Hni ;
ð4Þ
0 <R
dni
c

0 2
where Hni ¼ r2 ½ðdni  dni
Þ =2jXX0 is contributed by the
interaction between residue n and i.
Then the first-order perturbation theory predicts that
the resulting change in the correlation C12 (at cutoff
mode M 5 3N-6) is
X
X1T H 1 Hni H 1 X2 ;
ð5Þ
dC12 ðnÞ ¼ dk
0 <R
dni
c

where H 1 ¼

P

m¼1...3N 6

Vm VmT
km .

jdC12 ðnÞj  dk  Sn ;
P
where Sn ¼ d 0 <Rc jX1T H 1 Hni H 1 X2 j. Therefore, the
ni
importance of a residue position n to the correlation C12
is assessed by the Sn score. We will sort all residue positions of F1 in order of decreasing Sn and keep the top
100 residues as key residues involved in C12. Mutational
perturbations to these residue positions are expected to
compromise the allosteric coupling described by C12.

To complement the above first-order perturbation analysis which only applies to small perturbations, we will also
analyze the effects of large perturbations. To assess
whether the contacts between two structural elements (for
example, the g subunit and the C-terminal domain of bTP
subunit in F1) are important to a given correlation, the
elastic interactions between them are turned off and the
correlation (Eq. 3) is recomputed using the normal modes
of the ‘‘perturbed’’ ENM. The involvement of the chosen
contacts in the given correlation is evaluated by how much
the correlation is reduced by the perturbation. We will use
this analysis to determine what contacts between the g
subunit and the a3b3 hexamer are critically involved in
the allosteric couplings in F1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Low-frequency modes collectively capture
the cyclic conformational change in F1

As clearly revealed by the first bovine F1 structure,1 the
cooperative binding change16 involves a cyclic structural
change in three catalytic sites (E ? TP ? DP ? E) and
adjoined ab subunits accompanied by a 1208 counterclockwise rotation of g subunit [see Fig. 1(a)]. The cyclic
structural change can be deduced by superimposing the
bovine F1 structure onto itself such that the six subunits1
(aE, bE, aTP, bTP, aDP, and bDP) are aligned in a cyclic
manner (aEbEaTPbTPaDPbDP ? aTPbTPaDPbDPaEbE).
This prevailing structural picture remains unchanged after
more F1 structures were solved with minor structural
variations compared with the 1994 F1 structure1 (except
two F1 structures76,77).
To model the cyclic structural change of F1, we will
follow Ref. 24 and use a yeast F1 structure26 (PDB:
2HLD) instead of the 1994 structure1 (PDB: 1BMF) for
the following reasons: first, 1BMF is in an ADP-inhibited
state,23 and it may have captured the catalytic-dwell state
between the 808 and 408 substeps80 rather than the ATPwaiting state at the beginning of the cyclic structural
transition; second, more residues of g subunit are
resolved in 2HLD than in 1BMF, which allows a better
description of interactions between g subunit and a3b3
hexamer. With 2HLD replacing 1BMF, the DP-site is replaced by HO-site, and the cyclic structural change is represented as aEbEaTPbTPaHObHO ? aTPbTPaHObHOaEbE
[see Fig. 1(a)].
An ADP:AlF42-inhibited bovine F1 structure25 (PDB:
1H8E) was proposed to have captured the catalytic-dwell
state between the 808 and 408 substeps.24 In this structure,
all three catalytic sites (HC, DP, and TP) are nucleotidebound.25 The half-closed HC-site is thought to represent
a posthydrolysis state25 which is transformed to E-site
upon product release.24 Thus, the cyclic structural transition is divided into two stages24: first, from 2HLD to
1H8E (aEbEaTPbTPaHObHO ? aTPbTPaDPbDPaHCbHC);
PROTEINS
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second, from 1H8E to 2HLD (aTPbTPaDPbDPaHCbHC ?
aTPbTPaHObHOaEbE). Unlike Ref. 24, we will not use
1H8E for most of our modeling on allosteric couplings
(see ‘‘Correlation analysis of allosterically coupled motions
in F1’’ section), except when we evaluate the proposals that
1H8E captures a structural intermediate during ATP binding or product release (see ‘‘Couplings between hingebending motions and g subunit rotation’’ subsection).
The cyclic structural change involves the following
intra- and intersubunit domain motions:
a. Two intrasubunit hinge-bending movements between
the C-terminal domains (residues 358–475) and the
ATP-binding domains (residues 83–357) of bE and
bHO subunits by 308 [see Fig. 1(b)]: one is from an
open to a closed conformation (bE ? bTP), and the
other is from a closed to an open conformation (bHO
? bE). There is no significant structural change
between bTP and bHO subunits. Thus the hinge-bending motions are coupled to nucleotide (ATP or ADP)
binding or release in F1.79 These hinge-bending
motions are thought to be mechanically coupled to
the rotation of g subunit like a camshaft.44,80 A
smaller rotation (168) was found between the C-terminal domain of bHC subunit25 and that of bE subunit, which suggests that the bHC conformation is
intermediate between bHO and bE conformations.
b. Two intersubunit rigid-body rotations between the
ATP-binding domains of adjacent a and b subunits
by 88 (aE-bE ? aTP-bTP, aTP-bTP ? aHO-bHO) [see
Fig. 1(c)]. There is no significant rotation between
the aE-bE and aHO-bHO subunit pairs. Therefore,
the observed intersubunit rotations are likely in
response to the presence or absence of g-phosphate
at the catalytic site between the adjoined a and b
subunits.
The above four domain motions are accompanied by
the following local motions at three catalytic sites [E-site
at aE-bE interface, HO-site at aHO-bHO interface, and
TP-site at aTP-bTP interface, see Fig. 1(a)]:
a. E ? TP: It involves a closing motion between P loop
(residues 160–165) and the remaining cis-residues
(residues 187–189, 256–259, and 308–309) in bE subunit, which may result from ATP binding at E-site
[see Fig. 1(b)]. It may be coupled to the closing
hinge-bending motion in bE subunit (bE ? bTP) as
suggested by a dynamical domain analysis81 (this coupling will be assessed in ‘‘Couplings between hingebending motions and catalytic sites’’ subsection).
b. HO ? E: It involves an opening motion between P
loop and the remaining cis-residues in bHO subunit,
which may result in product (ADP or phosphate)
release [see Fig. 1(b)]. This local motion was thought
to be coupled to the opening hinge-bending motion
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in bHO subunit (bHO ? bE)81 (this coupling will be
assessed in ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending
motions and catalytic sites’’ subsection).
c. TP ? HO: It involves a small shift between the cisresidues (including P loop) in bTP subunit and the arginine finger (R375) in aTP subunit [see Fig. 1(c)].
The arginine finger is believed to play a critical role in
transition-state stabilization82,83 and communication
between catalytic sites.84,85 This local intersubunit
motion was thought to be coupled to the aTP-bTP ?
aHO-bHO rotation79 (this coupling will be assessed in
‘‘Couplings between intersubunit rotations and catalytic sites’’ subsection).
To validate the use of ENM-based modeling in F1, we
will verify that the cyclic structural change is captured collectively by the low-frequency ENM modes. Indeed, 56%
of the cyclic conformational change is captured by the
lowest 100 modes, i.e. 1% of the total 9363 modes [see
Fig. 2(a)], although it is not dominated by a single mode.
The most significant mode is #4, which only accounts for
10% of the cyclic structural change. A similar result was
obtained in an earlier NMA of F1 using an all-atom force
field.86 The finding that multiple modes are needed to
capture the cyclic structural change in F1 prevents us from
deducing functional motions by analyzing one dominant
mode. To overcome this difficulty, we will analyze
dynamic quantities like correlations (see Methods section)
instead of selected modes by properly treating contributions from all ENM modes (see ‘‘Correlation analysis of
allosterically coupled motions in F1’’ section).
To assess the proposal that the ADP:AlF42-inhibited bovine F1 structure25 (PDB: 1H8E) captures an intermediate
structure during the cyclic structural transition,24 we have
compared the conformational change from 2HLD to 1H8E
with the ENM modes solved for 2HLD. A higher percentage
(71%) of the above conformational change is captured by
the lowest 100 modes [see Fig. 2(b)]. Therefore, a transition
from 2HLD to 1H8E is favored by the low-frequency modes
more than the cyclic structural change [see Fig. 2(a)], which
supports the above proposal.24
Correlation analysis of allosterically
coupled motions in F1

The key question we will address is: how are the nucleotide-dependent local motions at catalytic sites coupled
to the rotation of g subunit to attain cooperative binding
change?16 Structural comparisons suggest that various
domain motions may be involved in the above couplings,
including the hinge-bending motions in b subunits [bE
? bTP and bHO ? bE, see Fig. 1(b)] and the rigid-body
rotations between adjacent a and b subunits [aE-bE ?
aTP-bTP and aTP-bTP ? aHO-bHO, see Fig. 1(c)]. We
will quantitatively evaluate the relevance of these domain
motions to the allosteric couplings between catalytic sites
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Figure 2
Comparison between ENM modes and the following structural changes in F1: (a) cyclic structural change (aEbEaTPbTPaHObHO ?
aTPbTPaHObHOaEbE of 2HLD); (b) transition to an intermediate structure25 (aEbEaTPbTPaHObHO of 2HLD ? aTPbTPaDPbDPaHCbHC of 1H8E).
The dashed curve shows the cumulative overlap as a function of cutoff mode (see Methods section) and the impulses show the overlap for each
mode (see Methods section). The mode number is shown in logarithmic scale to clearly show the positions and overlaps of low-frequency modes.

and g subunit. To this end, we will employ an ENMbased correlation analysis74 (see Methods section) to
quantify the couplings between the local motions at catalytic sites and the above domain motions (see ‘‘Couplings
between hinge-bending motions and catalytic sites’’ and
‘‘Couplings between intersubunit rotations and catalytic
sites’’ subsections), together with the couplings between
the rotation of g subunit and those domain motions (see
‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending motions and g subunit rotation’’ and ‘‘Couplings between intersubunit rotations and g subunit rotation’’ subsections).
Couplings between hinge-bending
motions and catalytic sites

The catalytic site of F1 is located at the hinge region81
between the C-terminal domain and the ATP-binding domain of a b subunit [see Fig. 1(b)]. Therefore, the local
motion at a catalytic site can be coupled to the hingebending motion in the adjoined b subunit.44,80
To assess the couplings between hinge-bending
motions and catalytic sites near both the beginning and
the end conformation of the cyclic structural transition
of F1, we have calculated four correlations (CbE!TP ,
b
b
b
CTP!E
, CHO!E
and CE!HO
) between four hinge-bending
motions in b subunits (bE ? bTP, bTP ? bE, bHO ?
bE, and bE ? bHO) and four local motions at catalytic
sites (E ? TP, TP ? E, HO ? E, and E ? HO).
Among them, CbE!TP and CbHO!E (CbTP!E and CbE!HO )
pertain to the early (late) stage of the transition. We have
found positive correlations in all four cases with different
strength (see rows 2–5 of Table I). A much stronger
CbE!TP than CbTP!E indicates that the two closing motions

of E-site and bE subunit are only coupled at the early
stage of the cyclic structural transition when bE subunit
is near bE conformation of the yeast F1 structure.26 On
the contrary, a much stronger CbE!HO than CbHO!E suggests that the two opening motions of HO-site and bHO
subunit are only coupled at the late stage of the cyclic
structural transition when bHO subunit is near bE conformation. These results support the order of E-site closing followed by HO-site opening, which agrees with the
proposal that ATP binding drives the energy-requiring
opening of bHO subunit and enables product release
from HO-site.33
Couplings between intersubunit
rotations and catalytic sites

At a catalytic site in F1, the local intersubunit motions
between the cis-residues and the arginine finger [see Fig.
Table I
Correlations Between Domain Motions Within a3b3 and Catalytic Sites
in F1

Correlation
C bE!TP  1.1
C bTP!E  0.076
C bHO!E  0.10
C bE!HO  1.2
C ab
E!TP  0.046
C ab
TP!E  -0.033
C ab
TP!HO  0.0075
C ab
HO!TP  0.021

Movement of S1

Movement
of S2

Dominant
modes

bE ? bTP
bTP ? bE
bHO ? bE
bE ? bHO
aE2bE ? aTP2bTP
aTP2bTP ? aE2bE
aTP2bTP ? aHO2bHO
aHO2bHO ? aTP2bTP

E ? TP
TP ? E
HO ? E
E ? HO
E ? TP
TP ? E
TP ? HO
HO ? TP

#4
None
None
#4
#4
None
None
None
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Table II
Correlations Between Domain Motions Within a3b3 and g Subunit Rotation in F1
Correlation
-b  0.076
C gE!TP
g-b
C TP!E  0.19
-b  1.1
C gHO!E
g-b
C E!HO  -0.12
-ab  0.46
CgE!TP
g-ab
C TP!E  0.11
-ab  -0.0027
C gTP!HO
g-ab
 0.35
C
HO!TP

Movement of S1

Movement of S2

Dominant modes

bE ? bTP
bTP ? bE
bHO ? bE
bE ? bHO
aE2bE ? aTP2bTP
aTP2bTP ? aE2bE
aTP2bTP ? aHO2bHO
aHO2bHO ? aTP2bTP

counterclockwise g rotation
clockwise g rotation
counterclockwise g rotation
clockwise g rotation
counterclockwise g rotation
clockwise g rotation
counterclockwise g rotation
clockwise g rotation

#4-#7
None
#5
#4-#7
#4
#5
#5
#4, #5

1(c)] allow the arginine finger to coordinate the g-phosphate of ATP and facilitate ATP hydrolysis.1 These local
motions may be coupled to the intersubunit rigid-body
rotations observed during the cyclic structural change
[see Fig. 1(c)].
To separate intersubunit rigid-body rotations from
intrasubunit hinge-bending motions, we superimpose the
‘‘rigid cores’’ of two ATP-binding domains from aEbE,
aHObHO, or aTPbTP subunit pairs. The rigid core consists
of four helices (residues 211–225, 241–262, 272–287, and
299–309 of an a subunit; or residues 190–204, 225–246,
258–270, and 284–294 of a b subunit). The structures of
rigid cores are essentially unchanged between different a
or b subunits, so the conformational change deduced by
superimposing the rigid cores from adjacent a and b
subunits captures the rigid-body rotation between them.
To probe the couplings between intersubunit rotations
and catalytic sites near both the beginning and the end
conformation of the cyclic structural transition of F1, we
have calculated four correlations (Cab
Cab
E!TP ,
TP!E ,
ab
ab
CTP!HO , and CHO!TP ) between four intersubunit rotations (aE-bE ? aTP-bTP, aTP-bTP ? aE-bE, aTP-bTP ?
aHO-bHO, and aHO-bHO ? aTP-bTP) and four local
motions at catalytic sites (E ? TP, TP ? E, TP ? HO,
and HO ? TP) (see rows 6–9 of Table I). Among them,
ab
ab
ab
Cab
E!TP and CTP!HO (CTP!E and CHO!TP ) pertain to the
early (late) stage of the transition. The finding of positive
ab
Cab
E!TP and negative CTP!E suggests that the two motions
(aE-bE ? aTP-bTP and E ? TP) are likely to be coupled
only at the early stage of the cyclic structural transition
when aEbE subunits are near aEbE conformation of the
yeast F1 structure.26 On the contrary, a weaker Cab
TP!HO
than Cab
HO!TP indicates that the two motions (aTP-bTP ?
aHO-bHO and TP ? HO) are more likely to be coupled
at the late stage than the early stage of the cyclic structural transition. The above results support the order of
E-site closing (E ? TP, associated with ATP binding) followed by TP-site opening (TP ? HO, associated with
ATP hydrolysis). This order agrees with the single-molecule finding that ATP hydrolysis occurs during the catalytic dwell following the 808 substep induced by ATP
binding.36,39
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Couplings between hinge-bending motions
and c subunit rotation

Signaling between two catalytic sites of F1 can be
transmitted through the intervening a subunit [such as
aE subunit between E-site and HO-site, see Fig. 1(a)] or
the rotating g subunit. Although there is experimental
evidence for both signaling schemes,87,88 we will focus
on the latter one. This is because the latter scheme
involves collective domain motions (rotation of g subunit
and various domain motions in a3b3 hexamer, see ‘‘Lowfrequency modes collectively capture the cyclic conformational change in F1’’ section) captured by the low-frequency modes, whereas the former scheme may involve
local structural changes at a-b interfaces which are generally not well captured by the low-frequency modes.
Following the finding of allosteric couplings between
catalytic sites and hinge-bending motions in b subunits
(see ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending motions and catalytic sites’’ subsection), we will assess how the hingebending motions are subsequently coupled to the rotation of g subunit near both the beginning and the end
conformation of the cyclic structural transition of F1.
Such couplings have been proposed to be critical to cooperative catalysis and torque generation in F1,42,80 but
the underlying structural mechanism remains elusive. We
g -b
- b , C g -b ,
have computed four correlations (CE!TP
, CgTP!E
HO!E
g -b
and CE!HO ) between four hinge-bending motions (bE ?
bTP, bTP ? bE, bHO ? bE, and bE ? bHO) and
the counterclockwise or clockwise rotation of g subunit
(relative to the N-terminal domains of a3b3 hexamer).
g -b
-b
g -b
-b )
Among them, CE!TP
and CgHO!E
(CTP!E
and CgE!HO
pertain to the early (late) stage of the transition.
The results are summarized as follows (see rows 2–5 of
Table II):
g -b
a. The finding of weak correlations for both CE!TP
and
g -b
CTP!E suggests that bE closing and counterclockwise
g rotation are unlikely to be coupled near the beginning or the end state of the cyclic structural transition.
g -b
A weak CE!TP
results from cancellation between positively contributing modes (modes #4, #7) and negatively contributing modes (modes #5, #6). Therefore,

Allosteric Couplings in F1 ATPase

Figure 3
Domain motions described by the following ENM modes: (a) #4, (b) #5, (c) #6, and (d) #7. The F1 crystal structure (PDB: 2HLD) and the
deformed F1 structure (following a displacement in the direction of a given ENM mode) are shown. The former (latter) structure is colored blue
(red) in a3b3 hexamer, cyan (purple) in g subunit. The movements of C-terminal domains of a3b3 hexamer and g subunit (shown as opaque
cartoons) are marked by green arrows. The rest of F1 is shown as transparent cartoons.

the closing hinge-bending motion in bE subunit can
be coupled to both counterclockwise (via modes #4,
#7) and clockwise (via modes #5, #6) g rotation. The
lack of directional bias is necessary for F1 to function
as both an ATPase and an ATP synthase—the former
requires a counterclockwise g rotation accompanied
by ATP binding that closes bE subunit, whereas the
latter requires a clockwise g rotation accompanied by
ADP or phosphate binding that closes bE subunit.
-b and negative
b. The finding of strongly positive CgHO!E
g -b
CE!HO indicates that the opening hinge-bending
motion in bHO subunit is coupled to the counterclockwise g rotation only at the early stage of the
cyclic structural transition. Such coupling allows the
latter to drive the energy-requiring opening of bHO
subunit.50 However, since bHO ? bE is only weakly
coupled to the opening of HO-site (see ‘‘Couplings

between hinge-bending motions and catalytic sites’’
subsection), product release at HO-site can only occur
at the late stage of the cyclic structural transition.
To view the collective motions underlying the above
couplings, we have further analyzed the domain motions
described by modes #4, #5, #6, and #7 [see Fig. (3a–d)].
Modes #4 and #7 describe an inward (or outward)
motion of the C-terminal domain of bE subunit, accompanied by counterclockwise (or clockwise) g rotation [see
Fig. 3(a,d)]. These collective motions clearly couple bE
? bTP with counterclockwise g rotation. Mode #5
describes outward (or inward) motions of the C-terminal
domains of both bE and bHO subunits, accompanied by
counterclockwise (or clockwise) g rotation [see Fig.
3(b)]. These motions explain the coupling between bHO
? bE and counterclockwise g rotation [see Fig. 3(c)].
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Mode #6 describes an outward (or inward) motion
of the C-terminal domain of bE subunit in a direction
roughly perpendicular to the bE motion in mode #5,
accompanied by counterclockwise (or clockwise) g
rotation [see Fig. 3(c)]. Together with mode #5, it
couples the closing of bE subunit with clockwise g
rotation.
The allosteric couplings between a3b3 hexamer and g
subunit can be transmitted via two sets of intersubunit
interactions [see circled regions in Fig. 1(b)]: first,
between the C-terminal domains of a3b3 hexamer and
the upper part of g subunit; second, between the ATPbinding domains of a3b3 hexamer and the lower part of
g subunit. To assess the importance of these interactions
to the strong coupling between bHO ? bE and counterg -b
clockwise g rotation (CHO!E
), we have performed the
correlation analysis on a ‘‘perturbed’’ ENM (see Methods
section) as follows:
g -b
a. After turning off the first set of interactions, CHO!E
decreases sharply from 1.1 to 20.14, which indicates
g -b
their importance to CHO!E
. To identify which a or b
subunit is involved in this correlation, we then turn
off the interactions between g subunit and the C-terminal domain of a selected a or b subunit. It is found
g -b
that the largest decrease in CHO!E
(from 1.1 to
20.21) occurs when the g-bTP interactions are turned
off. The g-bTP interactions involve residues L83, C84,
G85, S86, Q117, R120, N239, A240, N243, A244, M247
of g subunit and D386, A389, I390, L391, D394, E395,
E398 of bTP subunit (underlined residues are highly
conserved with conservation score 889). Interestg -b
ingly, CHO!E
increases from 1.1 to 1.7 after the g-bHO
interactions are turned off. Therefore, the g-bHO
interactions ‘‘lock’’ bHO subunit in a closed conformation and must be broken to allow g rotation to drive
the opening of bHO subunit.
b. After turning off the second set of interactions,
g -b
CHO!E
is nearly unchanged, which suggests that these
g -b
interactions are not essential to CHO!E
.

The above finding of key g-a3b3 interactions involving
the upper rather than lower part of g subunit agrees
with a recent study of a g-truncated F1 with intact rotag -b
tional characteristics.7 We have recalculated CHO!E
using
the ENM modes solved for the g-truncated F1 structure
[see Fig. 1(d)]. Compared with the g-intact F1 structure,
the correlation is reduced from 1.1 to 0.56 but still persists in the g-truncated F1 structure.
To refine the perturbation analysis with a residue level
of detail, we have introduced a residue-position-specific
perturbation in the elastic interactions and have calculated the resulting change in the correlation (see Methods
section). The residues with the largest change are identified as key residues involved in the correlation. In agreement with the above results, many of the key residues
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g -b
are clustered at the interfaces between
involved in CHO!E
the C-terminal domains of a3b3 hexamer and g subunit
[see Fig. 4(a,b)]. Some are distributed at aHO-bHO and
aE-bHO interfaces [see Fig. 4(a,b)]. Some (including residues 172–175 in bHO subunit) are located in the hinge
region of bHO subunit, which was found to be functionally important by past mutational studies.90–93 For
example, the defect of an E. coli mutant bS174F (low torque and low ATPase) was suppressed by a second site
mutation bI166A (corresponding to the key residue I174
of yeast F1) in the same subunit.92 Another key residue
D315 was verified by the finding that an E. coli mutant
bD301V (corresponding to D315 of yeast F1) was defective in ATPase and a bD301E mutation changed the ratelimiting step of the ATPase reaction.94 Further mutational studies will test the prediction that these key residues couple g rotation with product release.
Next, we will apply the correlation analysis to an
ADP:AlF42-inhibited bovine F1 structure25 (PDB: 1H8E)
and evaluate the proposals that the half-closed bHC conformation represents a structural intermediate during ATP
binding (bE ? bHC ? bTP) or product release (bHO ?
bHC ? bE).25,31,32 We have calculated two correlations
-b and Cg-b ) between two domain motions (b
(CgHC!E
HC
HC!TP
? bE and bHC ? bTP) and counterclockwise g rotation
using the ENM modes solved for 1H8E.
g -b
5 0.57 suggests that couna. A positive correlation CHC!E
terclockwise g rotation is coupled to the opening of bHC
subunit to enable product release from HC-site.25 This
result agrees with the observation of a 408 counterclockwise g rotation accompanying product release.36
g -b
b. A negative correlation CHC!TP
5 24.3 suggests that
clockwise instead of counterclockwise g rotation is
coupled to the closing of bHC subunit induced by
ATP binding to HC-site. This result contradicts the
observation of an 808 counterclockwise g rotation
induced by ATP binding.36

The above findings support bHC conformation as a
structural intermediate involved in product release25 but
not ATP binding. An unknown partially-closed b conformation different from bHC may be involved to facilitate
counterclockwise g rotation driven by ATP binding.
Couplings between intersubunit rotations
and c subunit rotation

Following the finding of allosteric couplings between
catalytic sites and intersubunit rotations (see ‘‘Couplings
between inter-subunit rotations and catalytic sites’’ subsection), we will assess how the intersubunit rotations are subsequently coupled to the rotation of g subunit near both
the beginning and the end conformation of the cyclic structural transition of F1. These intersubunit rigid-body rotations (88) are smaller than the intrasubunit hinge-bending motions (308), and their functional roles were less
explored than the latter in previous studies.

Allosteric Couplings in F1 ATPase

Figure 4
Key residues involved in the following two correlations in F1: (1) between the hinge-bending motion bHO ? bE and counterclockwise g rotation
(a, b); (2) between the intersubunit rotation aE-bE ? aTP-bTP and counterclockwise g rotation (c, d). Panels (a) and (c) show the top view of all
subunits; panel (b) shows the side view of aHO, bHO, aE, and g subunits; panel (d) shows the side view of bHO, aE, bE, and g subunits. a, b, and
g subunits are colored white, black, and silver, respectively. The top 100 key residues are shown as spheres and listed in Table III.
g-ab
g-ab
We have computed four correlations (CE!TP
, CTP!E
,
g-ab
and CHO!TP ) between four intersubunit rotations (aE-bE ? aTP-bTP, aTP-bTP ? aE-bE, aTP-bTP ?
aHO-bHO, and aHO-bHO ? aTP-bTP) and the counterclockwise or clockwise rotation of g subunit. Among
g-ab
g-ab
g-ab
g-ab
them, CE!TP
and CTP!HO
(CTP!E
and CHO!TP
) pertain
to the early (late) stage of the transition. The results are
summarized as follows (see rows 6–9 of Table II):
g-ab
CTP!HO
,

g-ab
g-ab
a. The finding of a much stronger CE!TP
than CTP!E
suggests that the aE-bE ? aTP-bTP rotation and counterclockwise g rotation are coupled only at the early
stage of the cyclic structural transition when aEbE
subunits are near aEbE conformation of the yeast F1
structure.26

g-ab
and a
b. The finding of a strongly positive CHO!TP
g-ab
weakly negative CTP!HO suggests that the aTP-bTP ?
aHO-bHO rotation and counterclockwise g rotation
are coupled only at the late stage of the cyclic structural transition when aTPbTP subunits are near
aHObHO conformation.

Following ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending motions
and g subunit rotation’’ subsection, we have assessed the
importance of interactions between a3b3 hexamer and g
subunit [see Fig. 1(b)] to the strong coupling between aEg-ab
bE ? aTP-bTP and counterclockwise g rotation (CE!TP
):
a. After turning off the interactions between g subunit
g-ab
and the C-terminal domains of a3b3 hexamer, CE!TP
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Table III

-b —Between the
Key Residues Involved in Two Correlations: CgHO!E
Hinge-Bending Motion bHO ? bE and Counterclockwise g Rotation;
-ab —Between the Intersubunit Rotation a 2b ? a 2b and
CgE!TP
E
E
TP
TP
Counterclockwise g Rotation
Correlation
Key residues
-b
bE: 279
CgHO!E
aE: 356, 357, 361, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410, 411,
420, 424, 427, 431
bTP: 395, 398
bHO: 137, 138, 172, 173, 174, 175, 199, 315, 337, 341,
342, 343, 344, 345, 379, 380, 383, 386, 389, 390, 391, 392, 394,
395, 396, 397, 398, 400, 401, 402, 404, 405, 408, 411, 412,
413, 417, 418, 423, 424, 425, 426, 431, 458, 459, 460
aHO: 143, 376, 379, 390, 391, 394, 397, 401, 405, 406, 408,
409, 410, 411, 416
g: 15, 19, 22, 23, 25, 29, 30, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86, 87, 88, 113,
115, 117, 120, 135, 233, 260
-ab
bE: 17, 18, 19, 32, 64, 65, 99, 158, 160, 188, 190, 222,
CgE!TP
223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 268, 271, 279, 280, 314, 316, 317, 356
aE: 97, 182, 216, 221, 243, 283, 284, 287, 289, 291, 292,
293, 296, 297, 298, 299, 301, 330, 336, 338, 340, 346, 347, 361,
362, 363, 364, 375, 377, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410,
411, 417, 420, 424, 427, 431, 432, 434, 435
bTP: 390, 393, 394, 395, 398, 405
aTP: 174
bHO: 391, 392, 394, 395, 397, 400, 402
aHO: 405, 408, 411
g: 18, 22, 23, 25, 30, 81, 83, 85, 135, 259, 260, 263, 267
Residue numbering is of yeast F1.

decreases sharply from 0.46 to 20.16. To identify
-ab , we then
which a or b subunit is involved in CgE!TP
turn off the interactions involving a selected a or b
g-ab
subunit. It is found that the largest decrease in CE!TP
(from 0.46 to 0.22) occurs when the g-aE interactions
are turned off. The g-aE interactions involve residues
K18, T22, I25, T29, R30 of g subunit, and A404,
F405, D411 of aE subunit (all of them are highly conserved with conservation score 889). On the cong-ab
trary, CE!TP
slightly increases when the g-bTP or gbHO interactions are turned off, which indicates that
g-ab
the g-b interactions are not essential to CE!TP
.
b. After turning off the interactions between g subunit
and the ATP-binding domains of a3b3 hexamer,
g-ab
CE!TP
slightly increases to 0.49, which suggests that
g-ab
these interactions are not essential to CE!TP
.
The above results are consistent with experimental
studies on the role of g-b interactions in F1 dynamics.
Although the g-b interactions involving the highly conserved DELSEED motif (residues 394–400) of C-terminal
domain were highlighted as functionally important,30
none of these amino acids are absolutely essential for catalysis.95 In fact, complete elimination of the negative
charges in the DELSEED motif did not affect the rotational characteristics of F1.96
Following ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending motions
and g subunit rotation’’ subsection, we have recalculated
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-ab for the g-truncated F structure [see Fig. 1(d)].
CgE!TP
1
Compared with the g-intact F1 structure, this correlation
slightly increases to 0.49, which suggests that it persists
in the g-truncated F1 structure. This result, together with
the result of ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending motions
and g subunit rotation’’ subsection, strongly supports
the conclusion that a rigid axle (corresponding to the
lower part of g subunit) is not required for rotational
hydrolysis in F1.7 It also agrees with the findings that
up to 12 C-terminal residues of g subunit could be
deleted without suppressing catalysis97,98 or impairing g
rotation.98
Following ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending motions
and g subunit rotation’’ subsection, we have analyzed
how residue-position-specific perturbations (see Methods
g-ab
section) affect the correlation CE!TP
. It is found that the
g-ab
key residues involved in CE!TP are primarily clustered at
the interfaces between the C-terminal domains of a3b3
hexamer and g subunit [see Fig. 4(c,d)]. Some are at aEbE interface (including catalytic residues G160, G188 of
bE subunit and R375 of aE subunit), which suggests that
this correlation can be modulated by ATP binding at Esite. Some of these key residues were studied by mutations. For example, E. coli mutants aP281L84 (corresponding to P291 of yeast F1), aS347F99 (corresponding
to S346 of yeast F1), aR376C84,99 (corresponding to
R375 of yeast F1), bM209I (corresponding to M222 of
yeast F1),100 and a mutant of bR182101 (corresponding
to R190 of yeast F1) were defective in catalytic cooperativity. An E. coli mutant bD302E (corresponding to
D316 of yeast F1) was defective in F1 assembly.102 An E.
coli double mutant bP403S (corresponding to P417 of
yeast F1) and bG415D had impaired ATPase activity.103
A bovine mutant bE395A (corresponding to E395 of
yeast F1) showed a five-fold decrease in ATPase activity.96 Further mutational studies will validate the prediction that these key residues couple ATP binding with g
rotation.
The finding of significant coupling between counterclockwise g rotation and aE-bE ? aTP-bTP instead of bE
? bTP supports the importance of aE-bE ? aTP-bTP to
ATP-binding-driven g rotation. Although the closing
hinge-bending motion can be induced by both ATP
binding and ADP binding, only ATP binding is coupled
to the aE-bE ? aTP-bTP rotation (no rigid-body rotation
from aE-bE to aHO-bHO). In the ‘‘binding-zipper’’
model,104 it was postulated that hydrogen bonds
between ATP and P loop are progressively formed to
drive the closing hinge-bending motion in bE subunit
that pushes g subunit to rotate in counterclockwise
direction. This scenario may need to be revised to incorporate the intersubunit rotation triggered by ATP binding. The aE-bE ? aTP-bTP rotation could reposition aE
and bE subunits relative to g subunit to facilitate a biased coupling between the closing of b subunit and
counterclockwise g rotation.

Allosteric Couplings in F1 ATPase

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our modeling of allosteric couplings has
revealed the following order of structural events during
the cyclic structural transition of F1: ATP binding closes
the E-site (E ? TP) and triggers two domain motions
(bE ? bTP and aE-bE ? aTP-bTP); the latter is coupled
to the counterclockwise rotation of g subunit, which is
subsequently coupled to the opening of bHO subunit
(bHO ? bE); the remaining local motions at catalytic
sites (HO ? E, TP ? HO) and domain motion (aTPbTP ? aHO-bHO) associated with product release and
hydrolysis occur at the late stage of the transition.
This study offers a new perspective to the conflicting
results from two recent coarse-grained simulations of the
structural transitions in F1 during hydrolysis24,53:
a. We have found a strong coupling between the opening
of bHO subunit and counterclockwise g rotation at the
early stage of the cyclic structural transition, which
increases when the interactions between g subunit and
the C-terminal domain of bHO subunit are abolished
(see ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending motions and
g subunit rotation’’ subsection). This result is consistent with the finding that g rotation is obstructed by a
closed bHO conformation.53 However, our interpretation differs from Ref. 53. Considering that the opening
of bHO subunit is energy-requiring,33 it is more likely
to result from rather than cause the counterclockwise
rotation of g subunit.53
b. Our finding of early occurrence of the closing of bE
subunit (see ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending
motions and catalytic sites’’ subsection) and the opening of bHO subunit (see ‘‘Couplings between hingebending motions and g subunit rotation’’ subsection)
during the cyclic structural transition also agrees with
Ref. 53. However, this result is not interpreted as simultaneous ATP binding and product release.53 On the
contrary, because the closing of E-site precedes the opening of HO-site (see ‘‘Couplings between hinge-bending
motions and catalytic sites’’ subsection), a structural intermediate with tri-site nucleotide occupancy43 may
exist between ATP binding and product release.
c. Our NMA is (see ‘‘Low-frequency modes collectively
capture the cyclic conformational change in F1’’ section),
correlation analysis (see ‘‘Correlation analysis of allosterically coupled motions in F1’’ section) and preliminary transition pathway modeling (unpublished data)
broadly agree with the proposal24 that ATP binding
causes a conformational transition to an intermediate
structure25 (PDB: 1H8E) with bE subunit closed (bE ?
bTP) and bHO subunit half-closed (bHO ? bHC).
Based on the modeling results we have made the following predictions for experimental tests. First, we have
identified key amino acid residues involved in the alloste-

ric couplings in F1. Perturbations to these residues are
predicted to compromise cooperative ATPase in F1.
Indeed, some of them were already verified by past mutational studies. In particular, our results agree with the
recent finding that a g-truncated F1 retains its rotational
catalysis.7 Second, we have predicted that ATP binding at
E-site precedes product release at HO-site, which can be
tested by trapping an intermediate state following ATP
binding and prior to ADP release. Indeed, a bovine F1
crystal structure was solved with all three catalytic sites
occupied,25 which may have captured such an F1 intermediate.24
The rotational catalysis of F1 has been a prototype for
mechanistic models of many other hexameric motors
including various hexameric helicases2,3 and AAA1
motors.4 Similar to F1, these hexameric motors share
structurally similar core NTP-binding domains and
undergo large nucleotide-dependent conformational
changes. Our modeling methods will be applied to those
hexameric motors in the future to explore mechanistic
details of the allosteric couplings underlying the cooperative NTPase in these motors.
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